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1 Introdution

The sensitivity of NWP models to the representation of the stable boundary layer (SBL) is widely reognised,

but unfortunately its simulation is still an open issue. This is partly due to the multipliity of physial

proesses at work (turbulent mixing, radiative ooling, interation with land surfae and its heterogeneities,

gravity waves, katabati �ow, fog and dew formation) and partly due to the insu�ient understanding of

them (Steenveld, 2011 ). In the last 15 years, many operational weather foreast models shows a signi�ant

bene�t in the predition of synopti low pressure systems with the introdution of an enhaned mixing in

SBL, whih ompensated in some way the lak from physis (Holtslag et al., 2013 ). The resulted SBL is too

deep, with too strong surfae drag and eroded low level jet, underestimated wind rotation with height in the

lower levels, weak thermal inversion and too warm temperature in the lower part of the PBL (Cuxart et al.,

2006 ). COSMO model is not exonerated and hints of the overmixing in the SBL were deteted in the too

fast dissolving of low level stratus during night (veri�ed at the German Weather Servie DWD, 2012), in the

overestimation of temperature at 2m (T2m), veri�ed by all COSMO members during nights with partiularly

stable strati�ation (lear sky and weak wind) with an extent ranging between 0.5 and 3

Æ

C (COSMO Common

Plot 2012-13 ) and in the weak struture of thermal inversion and low level jet (observed operationally over

Po Valley, Italy).

This study aims to analyse COSMO performane in stable strati�ed and weak wind (very stable) atmosphere.

Due to the partiular orography struture, Po Valley provides a large statistis of this onditions. Then a

ase study has been seleted in winter 2012 without any fog and loud. At �rst, a diagnosis of the operational

simulation is given, underlining the impat of the most ative limits and the presene of a time osillation

(setion 2). Then, two modi�ed model versions with a dereased mixing are onsidered. The e�et on PBL

mixing and temperature is reported, mentioning also the onsequenes on the observed osillations. In setions

3 and 4, the fous is on �at area (San Pietro Capo�ume (SPC) station is onsidered as referene) and then it is

extended to heterogeneous terrain (se. 5). Finally the more promising version has been run for three months

in a parallel way to the operational COSMO and the results are here summarized (se. 6). The operational

on�guration of COSMO-I7 has been used and the output at every timestep is onsidered.

2 COSMO turbulene sheme in stable onditions

In the operational COSMO setting, the turbulene sheme uses a 1-D losure with a prognosti equation

for Turbulent Kineti Energy (TKE), whih orresponds to level 2.5 in Mellor- Yamada notation (Mellor et

al., 1982 ). The time trend of TKE , expressed in term of q (q =

p

2TKE) presribes the balane between

di�erent forings (�rst three terms r.h.s), the dissipation and its vertial di�usion (4th and 5th terms):
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Besides the forings due to the wind shear and the buoyany (the �rst and seond terms r.h.s., later alled

f

m

and f

h

), some additional ontribute to TKE is given by the interation with the irulations (f

C

), i.e. the

energy transfer from subgrid sale (SGS) oherent eddies to turbulent sale (Separated Turbulene Interating

with Cirulation, STIC approah, Rashendorfer, 2007-2011 ).

Currently in the operational settings, f

C

inludes only the irulation due to SGS thermal inhomogeneities of

the surfae

1

. Pratially, this term is parameterized as the vertial variation of the produt between a length

sale (representative of the SGS surfae thermal pattern) and the buoyany foring: f

C

/
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1

In COSMO operationally used at DWD also the e�et of irulation fored by SGS orography is enabled
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The 'thermal' lenght sale is estimated from grid size dynami variables, external settings (horizontal resolu-

tion and one of the namelist parameter) and the SGS louds overage. If SGS louds are not present, L

therm

does not inlude any dependeny on SGS features

2

.

In stable strati�ation with weak wind shear, the additional energy oming from irulations is relevant with

respet to the small amount of TKE forings and vertial transport. As example see in �g. (1) the TKE

budget terms at the lowest main level in inreasing atmospheri stability in the ase study onsidered. When

buoyany foring is negative and wind shear is weak to maintain mixing, the transfer of energy from the

irulation sale should support turbulene, avoiding the zero-going of mixing and �uxes.

Figure 1: Terms of TKE equation in a stable ase in the proximity of Ri

f

= Ri



. Ri



is exeeded at around

01:00 when "Ri



Lim" line is above the "f

m

+ f

h

" line

Nevertheless, some seurity limitations are ative in order to prevent turbulene to deay. The most dou-

mented ones are the minimum limits for the vertial di�usion oe�ients of momentum and salars (namelist

parameters tkmmin and tkhmin see Cosmo User's Guide, 2013 ). In priniple, they fore the system to on-

tinue mixing also when the di�usion oe�ients would drop below the presribed minimum values. In the

shear driven SBL ase study simulated with COSMO Single-Column by Buzzi, the detrimental e�et of this

measure on the simulation of the SBL strutures has been already underlined (Buzzi et al., 2011 ). In the

same ase study, it appears that the largest minimum limit of the di�usion oe�ients not altering the SBL

representation is K

min

=0.01 m

2

=s, while in urrent operational setting it is K

min

=1 m

2

=s (or 0.4 m

2

=s as

reently suggested by DWD in order to avoid the detrimental e�et on boundary layer louds previously

mentioned).

In weak wind SBL, one an expet an even worse e�et on the simulation, given that a stronger strati�ation

should be established. In the ase study onsidered here, the limitation toK

min

=1m

2

=s is frequently ourring

(�g. 2). In the next setions, some tests with a redued K

min

are desribed.

Another onstraint ats on the sum of buoyany and wind shear forings in the TKE equation when the

Rihardson �ux number (Ri

f

= �

f

h

f

m

) exeeds the ritial value Ri



(equal to 0.19 in operational setting), i.e.

in very stable strati�ation. Essentially in this ase the buoyany term is exluded from the TKE alulation,

so that the foring sum depends only on mehanial foring (positive de�nite), then the sum is prevented to

beome negative. Therefore, states of the system beyond Ri



are not desribed by the TKE equation and are

brought bak to less stable onditions. In �g. 1 an example of the ativation of this limitation is plotted (alled

"Ri



Lim"). Negleting this limitation produes a rash of the model run as soon as the foring sum (f

m

+f

h

)

beomes negative (its square root is required in the TKE alulation). A modulation of this limitation is at

the moment tested (Rashendorfer and Cerenzia) and possibly will be inluded in the next COSMO version

5.1.

Aording to our experiene, these limits strongly a�et the simulation of the very SBL.

Furthermore, the operational sheme appears to be not fully stable in strati�ed atmosphere. In fat, espeially

when Rihardson �ux number is lose or above the ritial value, some high frequeny osillations (about 15

timesteps in the used on�guration) are exited (�g. 1, 2). All turbulene related variables (di�. oe�ients,

2

For a detailed desription refer to Rashendorfer, 2007 and Cerenzia et al., 2013
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Figure 2: Time series of momentum di�usion oe�ient at the lowest model level. Blue segments are the

oe�ient below the limit K

M

= 1m

2

=s

TKE, wind, temperature, humidity, surfae values..) near the surfae (three to four levels up to the bottom

one) are involved. Some tests performed to hek the numerial origin underlined as the osillations are

sensitive to hanges of numerial sheme or integration timestep but their behaviour is not diretly pointing

to a numerial issue (Cerenzia et al., 2013 ).

3 Redution of minimum limit of vertial di�usion oe�ients - Test 1

For this test, the minimum limits of vertial di�usion oe�ients are lowered to the value K

min

= 10

�2

m

2

=s.

Sine values of K

M;H

below these thresholds are quite unommon also in very SBL (e.g. Yague et al., 2006 ),

then these limits would not reasonably in�uene the PBL modelling.

At �rst the �at terrain ase is analysed. The loser grid point to SPC station site (2 km away) is onsidered

and the horizontal homogeneity assumption is done in order to ompare model results with observations.

In the stable ase examined, the di�usion oe�ients drop below the default threshold along all the vertial

pro�le (see �g. 3, salar oe�ient not shown but similar to the momentum one). However at 900 hPa a

spurious peak is present (desribed later). Temperature pro�le indiates a strengthening of strati�ation in

the modi�ed run with lower temperature at the surfae and higher at the inversion. Wind speed pro�le does

not show relevant hanges, with the exeption of the layer at around 900 hPa.

Looking at the time series at the bottom level (�g. 4), the di�usion oe�ients slightly redue in stable

ases (on the average also during osillations despite high mixing is loally produed). This is bene�ial

for T2m, that shows a lower overpreditition of observations eah time the di�usion oe�ients drop below

K

min

= 1m

2

=s. Unfortunately a derease of T2m is present also during day, likely due to an indiret e�et

sine the mixing is not signi�antly modi�ed. The osillations visible in stable ases are sensitive to the

redution of the di�usivity limit: their amplitude is strongly enlarged, their period is approximately doubled

and they are less wavy and periodi (�g. 4).

4 Elimination of thermal irulation term (f

C

) - Test 2

The thermal irulation term resulted as the most ative soure in inreasing the TKE at low levels in stable

onditions, espeially when the Ri

f

exeeds the ritial value (�g. 1). Furthermore, it seems to have some

speial orrelation with the osillations sine it antiipates the wave of one-two timesteps with respet to

other terms (�g. 1). Therefore, a seond ase study has been performed swithing o� the thermal irulation

term in TKE budget (setting namelist parameter patlen=0) and keeping K

min

= 0:01m

2

=s.

The �rst result is a omplete elimination of time osillations at all levels and in eah �eld. However, pre-

liminary tests (not showed) indiate that the triggering ause of osillations is not due to an instability in

the parameterization of f

C

term. Other possible soures of the osillations (interation between f

C

and the

stability funtions or with the limitation for Ri



number, ..) will be further investigated.
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Figure 3: Vertial pro�les of Momentum di�usion oe�ient(left), Temperature(entre), and Wind speed

(right) at SPC site, on the 08/01/2012 at 00:00. Grey line represents the radiosounding observations, if

present, red and green lines are COSMO default and Test 1 respetively

Figure 4: Time trend at the lowest main level of momentum di�usion oe�ient (top left) with a zoom

during osillations (top right), Ri

f

number (bottom left) and 2 metre temperature (bottom right). Red line

represents COSMO default while green line is Test 1. Grey line are observations, if available

In this seond ase study, the mixing during stable onditions strongly dereases with respet to Test 1,

partially beause of the disappearane of the osillations and partially for the lak of the additional TKE

prodution. Consequently, temperature at low levels and at the surfae drops (�g. 5, entre), leading to a

lower T2m in lose agreement with observations (�g. 6). Daily maxima are unhanged ompared to Test 1.

With respet to the observations, the modi�ed run shows a delay of the surfae warming up after sunrise.

The shortomings rise looking at the vertial pro�les of temperature, wind and K

M

where some unrealisti

"jumps" ome now to light (�g 5). The peak of K

M

at 900hPa already observed in Test 1 may be attributed

to these �utuations. Another inonsisteny is for instane the exeptional positive mixing on the night of 9

January (�g. 6), due to an unstable layer at the bottom level (in fat, Ri

f

is negative, not shown).
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Figure 5: Vertial pro�les of momentum di�usion oe�ient(left), temperature (entre), and wind speed

(right) at SPC site, on the 08/01/2012 at 00:00. Grey line represents the radiosounding observations, if

present. Red line is COSMO default, green line is COSMO with K

M;H

= 0:01m

2

=s (Test 1) and blue line is

COSMO with K

M;H

= 0:01m

2

=s and patlen = 0 (Test 2)

Figure 6: Time trend at the lowest main level of momentum di�usion oe�ient and 2 metre temperature.

Red line represents COSMO default, green line is Test 1 and blue is Test 2. Grey line are observations, if

available

Figure 7: Vertial pro�les of momentum di�usion oe�ient(left), temperature (entre), and wind speed

(right) at SPC site, on the 08/01/2012 at 00:00. Grey line represents the radiosounding observations, if

present. Blue line is Test 2, dotted magenta and eylon lines are the runs with the �lter applied respetively

on K

M;H

and on the vertial gradients before evaluating the stability funtions
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The origin of this vertial �utuations is still not understood. The thermal irulation term represents in TKE

alulation pratially the main interation between di�erent vertial levels in stable onditions, beause it

inludes a seond order vertial derivative and it largely exeeds in magnitude the same order term, i.e.

vertial TKE di�usion (ompare in �g. 1 f

C

and q

diff

terms). Therefore, if it is removed (as in Test 2), the

levels are more deorrelated. However, signs of the vertial instability an be seen also in Test 1. Therefore

the absene of f

C

an not be the only reason of the vertial �utuations.

Many analogies are present with the instabily deteted by Buzzi (2011) in the shear driven idealized ase

study above mentioned, whih is performed with the same on�guration (no thermal irulation and redued

K

M;H

limit). He relates this instability to a physial inonsisteny of the stability funtions in Mellor-Yamada

sheme (Mellor 2003; Burhards and Deleersnijder 2001 ) and he showed that a 5-points vertial �ltering of

the stability funtions and of variables onneted to them (di�usion oe�ients,wind gradient, dimensionless

momentum gradient) is able to ompletely remove the �utuation.

In order to test if the origin of the "jumps" seen in the present ase study is the same and if the solution is

working, the �ltering of the di�usion oe�ients (named "K

filt

" in �g. 6) and of both wind and potential

temperature gradients before evaluating the stability funtions (named "Grad

filt

") are applied to Test 2. In

both ases, the spurious peak of K

M

at 900hPa is eliminated as a diret e�et of the vertial �lter. Instead the

�utuations on the pro�les of derived variables as temperature and wind are smoothed (with a greater extent

in "Grad

filt

") but not removed. This is a hint of the fat that some other soure of instability is present in

the present ase study.

5 E�et of both modi�ations on Northern Italy area

The results of Test 1 and 2 have been analysed on the Northern Italy sale during the same three days, in

order to get a sense of the e�ets of the two modi�ations on a non-homogeneous rough terrain. The vertial

�ltering has not been applied in this study.

If the minimum di�usivity is redued (Test 1), a derease of T2m is evident with greater extent on gridpoints

sited in �at and hilly area during the more stable periods (�g. 8, left side). There is a minor impat on

mountain beause in general the stronger wind shear keeps the di�usion oe�ients above the value of 1

m

2

=s and the atmosphere in a less stable ondition. The e�et of time osillations an be retrieved in the

onset of some loalized peaks at low levels hanging loation and intensity in time (graph not shown). They

are more visible in TKE and di�usion oe�ients, oherently with the larger amplitude reognized also at

SPC, and they appear only in �at or hilly regions.

Negleting f

C

in the TKE equation together with the di�usivity limit redued (Test 2) auses a further

redution of mixing in more stable periods aompanying a derease of T2m (�g. 8). However, the derease

shows di�erent extents on di�erent topography, due to the relative impat of the thermal irulation.

� In �at regions the redution varies between 1 and 5

o

C. In this area, the modi�ed run is overall in

agreement with the majority of stations showing anyway a slightly negative mean error (BIAS between

+1

o

C and -2

o

C, �g. 9). The overestimation of T2m typial of COSMO operational setting is avoided.

� The lowering is about 5

o

C in hilly and low mountain area and the omparison with the observations

indiates that it is exessive (�g. 9). In fat, thermal surfae inhomogeneities are always present in rough

topography (reating a di�erential ooling and heating) and the additional turbulene prodution is

e�etively required.

� Generally, in very high mountain regions there is a small di�erene between COSMO default and Test

2, again beause the atmosphere is less stable due to mehanial foring and the thermal irulation

term has not a leading role in TKE budget.

This suggests some onsiderations on the orret formulation of f

C

, whih urrently does not inlude any

information on the subgrid sale pattern of temperature or even orography (in absene of SGS louds, like

in this ase). Clearly the additional prodution of TKE due to thermal irulation is not neessary when a

SGS heterogeneity is not e�etively existing.

As a �nal onsideration on Test 2 performane, the horizontal peak-strutures variable in time seen in Test1

disappeared, demonstrating that they are really the manifestation of the time instabilities.
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Figure 8: Maps of di�erene of T2m between COSMO default and Test 1 (left side) and Test 2 (right side).

The sale is in [

o

C℄. The maps refer to the output at 08/01/2012-4:00 am

Figure 9: BIAS of T2m in COSMO (top) and in COSMO Test 2 (bottom) against observations. The sale is

in [

o

C℄ and red points indiate positive BIAS while blue points negative BIAS. The maps refer to 08/01/2012

at 4:00am

6 Operational veri�ation

A further analysis has been performed running the COSMO version with the redued limit of di�usivity and

without the thermal irulation term (Test 2) on COSMO-I7 domain for three months (no vertial �ltering has

been applied). The boundary onditions ome from GME, while the soil state is obtained from the analysis

of the assimilation yle of Test 2, based on ontinuous nudging ("independent soil"). The foreasts of T2m

are veri�ed and ompared to COSMO operational performane (BC taken from IFS, with "independent soil"

as well). The deviation on T2m due to the di�erent initializations is negligible ompared to the e�ets of

the hanges in COSMO version (from a omparison between COSMO-I7 with the BC of IFS and GME, not

shown).
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The general e�ets of Test 2 over all meteorologial onditions and in all stations in Italy are a modi�ed and

smaller daily amplitude of BIAS and an inreased RMSE during night with respet to the operational run

(�g. 10, left side). The �rst aspet indiates that the modi�ations applied in Test 2 strongly impat on T2m

foreast. With respet to the observations, T2m appears older at every hour with a larger extent during night,

whih means that the noturnal redution of mixing is often ourring and is on the average overpowered. The

inrease of the RMSE during night (when Test 2 modi�ations are ative) is an indiation that the hanges

e�et is negative, if applied to all the atmospheri and topographial onditions. This is not surprising, seen

that the modi�ations are led by onsiderations valid on the very stable atmosphere. Enouraging is the

almost unhanged RMSE of T2m during day, suggesting a small in�uene of the modi�ations on the error

in these hours.

If only onditions favourable to the presene of highly stable strati�ation (lear sky, low wind intensity and

data observed in stations only oming from �at, low altitude regions) are onsidered, the redution of the

daily yle of BIAS is even greater (�g. 10, right side). Furthermore, an improvement is visible in both BIAS

and RMSE during the �rst night. Subsequently, the T2m simulated by Test 2 is older than COSMO-I7 at

every hour and it is approximately 1.5

o

C older than the observations. This is a hint of the fat that the

redution of mixing whih auses the derease of 2m temperature is slightly exessive also for highly stable

strati�ation in �at area, in agreement with the onsiderations done on the Northern Italy domain in the ase

study. Furthermore, after the �rst night, the RMSE is greater in Test 2 than in COSMO-I7, whih implies a

larger variability of the error. This is partially due to the the redundant drop of mixing and partially points

out the di�ulty of the turbulene sheme to represent the very SBL. Moreover, the vertial �utuations noted

in this ase an have some e�et in inreasing outlying results and �nally, also the erroneous representation

of the stable boundary layer in hilly and low mountain regions an negative a�et the large sale �ow (due

to its sensitivity to SBL simulation), then leading errors also in �at, low level regions.

7 Conlusions

The simulation of PBL in ondition of stable strati�ation (night with lear sky and weak wind) in unsaturated

atmosphere has been studied.

In the operational on�guration, it appears that the SGS parameterization of soures of TKE and some

unphysial limits aim to inrease mixing, often in an arti�ial way. Moreover, an osillation in time exists in

all turbulene related variables at the lower PBL in very stable onditions or lose to. Its in�uene is negligible

for operational neessity (e.g. time osillations on T2m have an amplitude of approx. 0.1-0.2

Æ

C), however it

is lear that the urrent turbulene sheme is so far not fully tested in this ondition.

A redution of the limit on the vertial di�usion oe�ients to a value not a�eting the physis (K

min

=

0:01m

2

=s) generates a stronger strati�ation and generally improves the simulation of minimum T2m. Un-

fortunately, this redution reinfores the previously mentioned time instability. A seond test run shows that

the time osillation is related to the term added to the TKE budget onsidering the turbulent kineti energy

indution by thermal SGS irulations (f

C

). In fat, negleting it, the time osillation is removed. However,

some vertial �utuations of all �elds are now evident. An attempt to solve them through a vertial �lter of

some variables related to the stability funtions (following Buzzi et al., 2011) produes a smoothing of peaks

but not the removal of the �utuations. It is onluded that this seond instability has another origin, still to

be understood.

A ollateral e�et of the setting to zero of the thermal SGS irulations term (together with a redued

minimum limit for the di�usion oe�ients) is the further reinforement of the strati�ation with the drop

of T2m, due to the role of strengthening of mixing that f

C

assumes in very stable strati�ation. However, it

appears that this drop is exessive on T2m both in �at terrain, where the underestimation is about 1.5

o

C

(note that the removal of the operational overestimation of T2m during night implies a damping of the daily

yle of BIAS), and mainly in rougher terrain (hilly and low mountain), where the underestimation an reah

5

Æ

C. This indiates the neessity to reformulate the parameterization of irulations due to sub-grid sale

surfae thermal heterogeneities and their e�et on turbulene, for example enabling a dependeny on some

SGS features like SGS orography.
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Figure 10: Veri�ation of T2m in COSMO (blue line) and COSMO Test 2 (red line). In the left plot the 3

months data oming from all italian stations are onsidered while in the right plot only observations in lear

sky (TCC < 25%) and low wind (U

speed

< 2m=s) onditions oming from stations sited below 100m of height

are veri�ed
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